Everything About
Central Vacuum Systems

By Tommy Beal
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Dear friend,

When you finish skimming through this, you will know everything there is to know about
Central Vacuum Systems!

If anything gets confusing or any questions pop in your head, give us a call and we’ll clear it
up (818)881-3179.

Hope this helps!
-Tommy Beal
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What it’s like to own one…
You’re in the kitchen and you accidently knocked over a glass jar full of almonds.
Now there’s almonds everywhere and BROKEN GLASS on the floor.

Lucky for you, your dogs are outside.

You run to your closet and grab
this hose.

You pick it up with one arm, carry
it to the kitchen and plug it in.

You get busy, and in a few
minutes you’re all done.

The floor is perfectly clean, and you don’t have to worry about any small glass splinters
getting into your feet (because the suction is 3x more than the newest Dyson)
And your arms are not tired because the vacuuming tool only weighs 3 pounds.

That’s what it’s like to own a Central Vacuum.
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What can you clean?
My gosh… a whole lot…

You just plug in your 30-foot hose…

… or pull out your 50-foot hose…

And then you can quickly clean your…

Hard floors

Carpets
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Rugs

High Ceilings

Furniture

Underneath low furniture

Stairs

Garage

Cars

Dogs
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And if you want something a little extra special, you can even get one of these:

Automatic Dustpan

Mini Vacuum on the Wall
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How does it work?
It’s a 29-pound vacuum in your garage or basement

That’s connected to pipes (in your walls, basement, attic or crawlspace).

Those pipes lead to inlets
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Where you plug in or pull out a hose (your choice).

Attach an accessory and get busy.
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Popular Upgrades in LA
Hose stored in the wall
This holds a 50’ hose inside your wall. To use it, you just
pull it out and flip a lever to lock it into position. Then you
flip a switch to turn on the suction.
People love this because you don’t have to store a big
hose anywhere and it’s real easy to pull it out.

Automatic Dustpan in Kitchen
It’s about the length of your hand and is usually
at the bottom of a cabinet in the kitchen. You just
tap this with your foot, and it starts sucking. Tap
it again and it stops.
People love this because you can kick dirt right
into it, and it’ll be sucked away instantly.
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Miniature Vacuum on a Wall
People usually have this in their laundry room or bathroom. You
just detach that little hose and it immediately starts sucking. Put
the hose back into the socket and it turns off.
People love these because it makes it super convenient to clean
up little spills.

Inlet in the Garage
You (or your maid) can vacuum your car in less
than 5 minutes. All you need is an inlet in your
garage. Once you have one, you can plug in a
hose and get busy.
This also makes it drop-dead-easy to keep your
garage looking squeaky clean.
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Cool Accessories
The Rug Rat
You just plug this little guy into your hose, and it cleans in the
exact same way a carpet brush cleans. But, because it is much
smaller it can get into places that are harder to reach, like the
stairs or floor of your car.

Soft Hose Sock
This is a soft sock that you slide your hose into, so that when you
clean, plastic is not rubbing against your furniture or walls, only a
soft sock is. And, socks don’t leave a mark.

Lint Brush for Hair
You just pop this little tool onto your hose, and it will gently suck
away all the hair off your furniture, car seats, or clothing.

Pet Shedding Hose and Brushes
Depending on what type of hair your dog has, you can attach 1 of
these 3 tools to the end of that special black hose (normal hoses
suck too strong for a dog’s skin, but this hose is designed to be
gentle), then you comb your dog and all the hair is automatically
sucked away.
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Packages
Different people want different things (so we’ll gladly customize a package for you).
But these are 3 packages we usually offer.

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Silver

Silver Power Unit

Silver Cleaning Kit

Inlets throughout the house

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Gold

Gold Power Unit

Gold Cleaning Kit

Inlets throughout the house

Garage Cleaning Kit

Inlet in Garage

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Platinum

Platinum Power Unit

Inlet in Garage

Platinum Cleaning Kit

Hose stored in the Wall

Garage Cleaning Kit

Automatic Dustpan in Kitchen

Miniature Vacuum on a Wall
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Common Questions
Do your walls have to get ripped open?
No. It’s easier to get a Central Vacuum when your walls are open, but it’s not necessary.

Our technicians are clever and can build Central Vacuums into about 90% of LA’s homes.
They just need to scout it out first. Within minutes they can tell you if it’s doable.

How long does it take to get one?
We can usually get a 3,000 sq ft house done in 2 days.
Or a 6,000 sq ft house done in 3 days.

How can I trust you?
We only do Central Vacuums and we’ve been in business for 42 years.

Each of our technicians has over 12 years of experience installing Central Vacuums into
LA homes.

Plus, we have 100+ happy reviews on our website: www.AdvancedHomes.com

If you’ve got a question and you want a fast answer, give us a ring at: (818) 881-3179.

